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Abstract
Given A aud B integers relatively prime, we prove that almost
all integera it in an interval of the form [N, N+HJ, where Nl/S+e <
H<N canbewrittenasasmnApi+Bp2n,witbpíand
P2 pnmes and £ an arbitrary positive constant. Tbis generalizes
tite results of [PR] established in tbe classical case A = B = 1
(Goldbach’s problem).
1 Introduction
Let us consider the linear equation APí + Bp2 = it, where pí and P2 are
prime numbers and A, fi, u are positive integers satisfying the following
conditions:
1) A, fi are relatively prime, (A, B) = 1,
2) u EM {n: (AB,n) = 1, Afin O (mod 2)}.
lix tite classical case A = fi = 1 (Goldbach’s problem) Perdí and
Pintz [PP] proved that the aboye equation has solutions for all even hite-
gers 2n in an inten’al of the form [N, N + H] withO(HLE) exceptions
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and
R(2n) 2n6(2n) + O(NLC),
where




A is von Mangoldt’s funetion, Ji = logN,NI/3±¿ < H < N and E,
c > o, a < e < 2/3 are arbitrar>’ constants.
In this paper we want tú establish the same results in the general
case for A and fi. Let us denote




6(n) = Skdn) = p¡in (i +~10p (í~~i1)2).
Thearem 1. Let O c £ < 2/3, C > O be arbitrary constants ornd
Ní/S+£<H<N. Then
>3 1 R(n) — M(n)6(n) 2 «e,A,B,c HN2LC
N<n<NI-H
nc A
Olean>’ Theorem 1 implies
Carallar>’. Let E, C> O be arbitrary constants and Nl/3+e <H <N.
Then, for alEn E [N,N+Hlfl.A with aL most O(HLE) ezceptiona, tite
equation Api + Bp
2 = u ja solvable sud toe itave
R(n) = M(n)6(n) + OSA,»,c(NLC).
Thearem 2. LeE O < e < 5/6, E > O be arbitrary constanta. Titen,
br oil u E [N, N + Hl fl A witit at most O£,A,B,<,(HL ) exceptiona, tite
equation Ap1 + Bp2 = u is solvable, provided NZ/
86+e < It < N.
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Remarks.
1. The condition (A,B) = 1 is natural. In fact, if (A,B) = ci > 1,
then the equation Ap1 + Bp2 = u has no sohutions when d%ri. If
din, then the equation is equivalent to A’p¡ + B’p2 = u’, where
A’ = A/d, B’ = B/d, u’ = n/d with (A’, B’) = 1. ¡fu « A, then
our equation has at most one solution, and our method is not able
to detect it.
U. It is easy to see [A; ch.2, ex.9] that for fixed A and B, (A, fi) = 1,
we have
[N,N +11] nA¡ ~(Afi)HAB
where ~ is Euler’s function. Hence the exceptional set in the aboye
results is of order smaller than [N, N + HJ riAl.
III. The number of non-negative integer solutions of the linear equation
Az + By = u, with (A, fi) = 1, is given by
__ or
This result can be proved by appealing to the following theorem
(see [NZM; Theorem 5.1]) and recalling that (a] — [/3]= [a — or
[a — fi] + 1 (where [a] denotes the integer part of a):
Theorem 3. Let (z0, Yo) be art integer solution of tite linear equation
Mr + By = u, witit (A, B) = 1. Titen tite solutious ofMr + By = u are
given bY:
x=x0+Bt, y=yo—At,
tohere t is art integer.
IV. Following the proofs of Theorem 1 and 2 below aud computing
the implicit constant in <
4,Á,li,C~ it is easy to remark that the fore-
mentioned results holds uniformí>’ for A, E « L0’, for a suitable




C - an arbitrar>’ positive constant,
£ - an arbitraril>’ amail positive constant,
6 = 1/3 + E or 7/36 + e,









where ¿q,a C (—~-, k)~
where 4 = ( L4~ L4D
m= minar arcs,
= {a E [0,1] 1 B¡3e1’ Ba~ fi
B-1
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W(x, u) = >3 A(k)x(k)e(kn) —
Bk<Y
if x Xo~







e (!~), Ramanujan’s sum
,da)e Q), Ganss’ sun
tp(x,x) = >3A(n)x(u).
nCx
The constants in the « and O-symbols might depend on e, A, fi,
O, even in an ineifective way.
3 Lemmas
Lemma 1. Let O < e < 5/12, D, O > O be arbitrary
N be a sufficieutly large integer. Suppose that NT/12+e




A(h) = — + Oc D,O(YL),
92(q)
.for(a,q)= 1.
Praaf. We have (see [PPS])
44N, x) — ~‘(N— Y, x) = tSxY + for everyx(modq),










with 0> 0, N7Il2+£ iS Y =N, q =LD.
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Then the Lemma follows from the property
>3
hza <mod q)
A(h) = ~ >3O(() — t(N — Y, x)).
~o(q) ~







tohere f~,»(q) = p.(q(q, B))p(q, A)92(q, A).
-. Proof. As in





















Furthermore, it is easy to see
s = O,
if s = 1 and plAn,
it’ s = 1 amI p ,{‘ABn,
lis = 1 and p¡B or s> 1
Ihen, the Lemina is proved.
Lemma 3. Let X aud Y be natural numbera such that X < Y.





e(t¿) ~C¾s mm (1”—; ¡¡ .5AB¿ ‘1$
cq(n) =
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whereb= 2 -
Proof. This is well-known for A = B = 1 (see [Vi]). Let
h1, h2,... , h40($AB) be a reduced residne system mod áAfi.
Define h~ = min{X .c t <Y t h~ (mod&Afi)}, forevery






Thus, the Lemma is proved.
Lemma 4. LeE n.a denote







Proaf. See [PP; §51.
4 Proof of Theorems 1 and 2
Wenotethat M(u) = N+YÁi
32fl+1+O(l). Moreover, inthecaseY =
for IV < u <IV + H we have thaI R(n) = R(u) + 05,5(HL), M(u) =

































SÁ(a)S»(a)e(—ua)dcx — Y—8(u)J~it» AB
m8 9J~~
In arder to prove Theorems 1 and 2 it suificies to choose 1! =







Proof of (1). In this section we shaw that (1) holds for IV7
IV. For an>’ a E ‘~,q,a’ we have that
S
5(a) = s(fi) =
where fi E ‘q,a with Ba E /3
write
= s








(mod 1). Then, for fi = + q, q E ¿4,
¡«q)
~ (q)
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#q) >3x(a)r(tW(xrn) +O(log2 Y).x
By partial summation, using the Siegel-Waffisz theorem, we have that
W(x,n) «YL6D,
uniformí>’ for q =LD, 2 ~‘> e Ita. Thus, from the well-known estimate
(3)
‘r(x) « ql/2, we obtain
liD
R(ij,q,a) « YLr
uniformly for Ii E ¿~, q =L~, (a, q) = 1. Hence, we write
S
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pl/2 la
]~ S~.Q~Á— + r + iñ)T(iñe( —qY fi
3 a=1
la
¡ sÁ(íá(— + r + n))R(n, q, a)e( — fi
Recalling that
íkZes(r(Ait—n)) = {¿ ~g’1:;t,
we have
= ~ N—Y<.Ah<N cqa(Ah — u)A(it)x
— ~ e8(r(Ait — u)) >3 ¡ eÁn(Ah + Bk —
r=O Bk<N !
— >3 LffÉ >3 cq(B1(Ait — uflA(h). (4)92(q)q=L~ N—Y.CAh<NAhnn (mod E)
Using the property cq(m) = >3 dg we write
d¡(q,m)
>3 cq(B1 (Ah — n))A(h) = >3dp (‘> >3 A(h).
N—Y<Ah=N d¡q \‘ N—Y<Ah<N
Ahnn(mod B> Ahn (niod 84)
Weobserve that, since (A,B) = 1 and (AB,u) = 1, the linear congru-
ence Ah u(modfid) has a solution it’ and only if (Aa) = 1 and, it’ it
exists, this solution is unique. Then, from Lemma 1 we obtain













For every square-free q, we have





where f~.,5(q) = p(q(q, B))g(q, A)92(q, A) (see Lemma 2).
Since T(ij) « min(YB’, ¡j i~ ¡V’)~ using the Oauchy-Schwarz
(6)
lix-





1(a/q + r +
1/2





Analogously, from (3) we have that
SÁ(B1(a/q + r + n))R(ii, q, a)e(—uB¾i)dn«q”2YL’ ID
Therefore, the contribution of>3 and >3 to >3 is
2 3 !Ut,































The contribution of the first O-term is
«HY2LSD.20 « HY2L~








Thus, we conclude that (1) is proved.
Proaf of (2). By the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality, Parseval’s identity,




Ims SÁ(¿)SB(E) ¡ ~fm~
fm5 SA(a)SB(a)e(na)da «
ISÁ(a)SB(a)~x
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Hence, (2) is proved whenever
18(0)2 afi « YL~1~3, s = 1,..., A (8)
for Y
0(C, e) =Y, Y
113~~ =It, uniformí>’ for ¿ E [0,11.
Since, for ~ and q, q’ = we have that
then there are at most two punctured arcs It~a, with q =Qand (a, q) = 1
(ser Lemma 4) which intersect (¿ — 1/H,¿ + 1/H). Then, in order to




But this is given by Lemma 4. Hence, (2) is proved and the proof of
Theorems 1 and 2 is complete.
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